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Executive Summary:
We’ve spoken to 25+ industry leaders, and five specific mistakes have come up often.
We asked industry leaders what worked and what didn’t work, the following solutions
worked most often across a plethora of non-homogeneous firms. While the impact of
the solutions varied based on the organization and how they were implemented, all of
the solutions below had compelling results.

These are the most common mistakes and the most successful solutions.

Top 5 Mistakes

Top Solutions

Failing to record and track DEI
metrics appropriately

Create Traceable, Quantifiable Metrics

Homogeneous decision-makers

Include Metrics In Firm Evaluations
Elect a DEI Decision Board
Include 3rd Party

Not addressing low employee
buy-in

Send CEO-Level Support of DEI

Disenfranchised employees feel
overburdened

Hire Qualified DEI Professionals

Assuming equity is only about
morality

Create A Goal For All

Pay POC Employees for Extra Work
Learn the Logic Behind Equity

Interestingly, there was a positive correlation between the number of these solutions
used and the percentage of employees satisfied. Companies with better-developed
diversity, equity, and inclusion initiatives typically had a mixture of many of these
solutions. The more extensive and diverse their efforts (pun intended), the more likely
they were to outperform their peers.
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You can find more detailed insights from our research on the following pages. This
information represents the learnings from the success stories and failures of the DEI
industry. Reach out if you find any of these helpful, we regularly update the research.

Mistake 1

Solutions

Corporations fail to record and

Create Traceable, Quantifiable Metrics

track DEI metrics appropriately

Include Metrics In Firm Evaluations

The companies with the best DEI results have a history of tracking DEI initiatives via
defined, quantifiable metrics. Track the percentage of satisfied/unsatisfied
disenfranchised employees vs. percentage of satisfied/unsatisfied
non-disenfranchised employees. Any differences in these two numbers tend to be
omens of disparity. Consider tracking the number of candidates interviewed, hired,
and promoted by gender, race, and ethnicity. Being anti-prejudice is about being
well-informed. The most successful companies even incorporate some of these
targets into the evaluation and payment of executives.

Mistake 2

Solutions

Corporations have homologous

Elect a DEI Decision Board

decision-makers

Include 3rd Party

Clients with management teams from the same racial, ethnic, and scholarly
backgrounds are being outperformed by more diverse counterparts. Many
companies have found success by electing a DEI decision-making board or including a
3rd party advisor in significant transformations. Equitable results often require the
offering of power to communities without power. While it might sound unusual, it is
essential to look beyond tenure and title and include diversified decision-makers
alongside upper management for important decisions. One client who served a
community that is over 90% Asian American had a completely non-Asian American
decision-making board. Our question for them, “how do you know you’re helping this
community when none of you are a part of this community?”
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Mistake 3

Solutions

Initiatives are suffering from low

Send CEO-Level Support of DEI

employees buy-in

Create A Goal For All

Many employees in our surveys feel forced to participate in DEI initiatives, so
corporations have benefited from CEO-level verbal support. Clients who offer
thoughtful communications about DEI have 5-20% more employees that anonymous
report being excited about the new initiatives. The best-received communications
include why the initiatives are important for the business and how they positively
affect each employee. By creating a reward structure that’s connected to equitable
outcomes, our clients have experienced especially quick results.

Mistake 4

Solutions

Disenfranchised employees
feel overburdened

Hire Qualified DEI Professionals
Pay Employees for Extra Work

Most people of color (POC) shared that they are overburdened with doing DEI work on
top of their current jobs. Despite not having specific credentials, many POC report
being asked to help on DEI projects. Set your organization up for success by hiring
experienced professionals. If not, consider paying POC for the emotional and mental
labor of DEI work. Additional work deserves a reward. Some clients thought they had
an “opt-in or opt-out” policy, but is it truly an option if you’re the only person in the
room who can do it?

Mistake 5
Thinking equity is only about
morality

Solution
Learn the Logic Behind Equity

Understanding the logic of equity has helped increase employee buy-in and help
businesses support their bottom line. The moral case for equity is clear; creating
the financial case is trickier. Corporations with employees that learned the logic
and statistics behind why organizations benefited from equity saw some
compelling results. Employees were 30% less likely to be tired of DEI efforts, and
many initiatives were reported to have higher satisfaction rates from employees
across the board.
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